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Funeral mass held
to honor Brother
Donald
bvTomCohen
Staff W1·iter

Last Friday, October 14, the
funeral mass for the late Brother
Donald Mansir, F.S.C. was held
in the Chapel. It was attended
by many of the men and women
that Brother Donald's charitable
efforts and works had touched
over his lifetime.
A friend to many, Brother
Donald shaped and molded
the higher minded students of
Saint Mary's College since his
graduation in 1971. Though
some only knew him a short
while, his impact on both the
student body and faculty, both
past and present, is as immense
as it is positive. Through being
genuinely interested and encouraging, Brother Donald helped to
guide students seeking counsel

see MANSIR, p3

Seminar program
to change for Class of 2016
Courtesy o f Todd Je nkin s

The Treasure Island Music Festival, now in its fifth year, continues to impress as one of the
most progressive and forward-thinking music spectacles around. See Detour, page 4.

Saint Mary's could become Events to benefit Invisible
a tobacco-free campus
Children coming to campus
Health & Wellness wants student input
bv Krvsta Worthen &
Ashlev Hagin
Staff Writer qy Editor-in-Chief

of women), the National College
Health Assessment Survey found
in the spring of 2011. Furthermore, the survey found that of
those students who smoke, 27
percent only smoke socially; of
those who smoke regularly, only
nine percent of men and three
percent of women smoke daily.
Still, the move toward a smokefree campus may raise questions
or concerns among both smokers
and non-smokers alike.
Irene Umipig, Coordinator of
the Health and Wellness Center,
detailed the plan to push toward
making Saint Mary's a smokefree campus.
The plan comes in two stages.
The first step is to implement a
tobacco-free campus policy with

In the very near future, Saint
Mary's could become a tobaccofree campus. The Health and
Wellness Center, in conjunction
with the Class of 2013, has been
hard at work creating a survey
to assess students' feelings about
smoking on campus as part of
an effort to eradicate use of all
tobacco_products on College
property.
While the actual proportion
of student smokers on campus
is small (only about 19 percent
of men and eight percent of
women on campus smoke),
students perceive a huge proportion of on-campus smokers (78 .
percent of men and 87 percent see SMOKING, p3

Students urged to 'do more than just watch'
bv Alex Kozela

individualism and being safe and
sound on your own are completely true."
"Jump first, fear later."
Davison is doing her part in
Those are words that Campus helping others through Invisible
Activities Board Director Sarni Children, a nonprofit organiDavison used to
zation that works
hear her mother
towards ending the
say. Now, after
25 years of conflict
hearing them
in Northern Uganat a youth sumda that has since
mit where she
spread to the Demwas one of 600
ocratic Republic of
chosen out of
the Congo through
thousands of
reaching out to colapplicants last
Co urtesy o fb es tdelegate.co m lege-aged youths .
summer, that
The war has been
sentence has an entirely new called the most neglected humeaning.
manitarian emergency in the
"It's OK to be outside of your world today. Like in years past,
comfort zone," Davison says. "I the organization's presence will
don't think some of the things
that people have taught us about see CHILDREN, p.z
Editor-in-Chief
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'Nevermind' re-released after 20 years
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hv Jencv James
Assistant News Editor

One of the many qualities that
make Saint Mary's unique from
other colleges, both public and private, is the Seminar program that
has students analyze and discuss
texts from various time periods.
But the Seminar program will soon
undergo serious restructuring to
provide a stronger developmental
emphasis than what the current
structure entails.
Currently, students take Greek
Thought and Roman/Early
Christian Thought during their
freshman year, and Renaissance
Thought and 19th and 20'h Century
Thought during the sophomore,
junior and/ or senior years. But
starting next year, the program
will be drastically different for new
students.
Future freshmen will take the
first Seminar course in the spring
and the course itself will no longer
focus on the Greek time period.
Instead , Greek Thought will be
replaced by Critical Strategies
and Great Questions, which will
serve as an introductory course
to seminar as a whole. "The reading list will be carefully chosen to
teach new Seminar students to ask
good questions, interpret texts,
and develop arguments, but may

see SEMINAR, p3
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Van Meter uses goldfish to tel I story
Non-fiction author reads from recently published collection
bv Katie Poner
Opinion Editor
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A young man comes out to his
female best friend in the women's
restroom of a gay bar. He falls in
love with a man resembling
his favorite musician. The
best friend, suffering from
unrequited love, leaves the
city in an attempt to move
on. A goldfish ties them all
together.
This was the tale that
writer Ryan Van Meter told
the audience at his reading
last Wednesday. The author
came at part of the College's
Creative Writing Reading
Series.
A non-fiction author, Van
Meter writes personal essays. His recently published
collection of essays, If You
Knew Then What I Know Now,
brings a fresh perspective to
the classic "coming of age"
narrative. In it, he tells stories
of growing up as a gay boy in
Missouri. What he shares is
simple, but told elegantly and
vividly. He has his first crush on
the boy next door. He talks about
feeling different, like an alien, in
middle school.

continued from page 1

His essay from Wednesday's
reading, "The Goldfish History,"
is a story told in a unique way.
Though it fust appears to be a
simple biography of a goldfish
named Rufus, the story unfolds
into something more complex. Ru-

out the story. For example, Van
Meter uses the information that
"a group of goldfish is known as
a troubling," as a symbol for the
trouble that accompanies a love
triangle. By telling the audience of
a goldfish's life, he gracefully tells
his own story.
The story opens with Van
Meter and his best friend,
Kim, buying Rufus at a pet
shop. They are roommates
living in Chicago. He describes coming out to Kim
at their favorite gay bar, and
the moment when he meets
his first love and boyfriend.
Then there is Kim's inexplicable withdrawal from their
friendship, culminating with
her moving out of the city. A
month later, Van Meter finds
~he words, "She's in love with
you, you know" in his journal, written in his boyfriend's
hand. He says, "Here were the
two biggest secrets I knew of the one about how Kim really
felt about me, and the other
Thomas Vo/COLLEGIAN about how I didn't know."
Van Meter's story was
fus serves the role of a metaphor poignant and enjoyable, so much
throughout the essay. It starts with, so that students rushed to buy his
"Hope is a goldfish in a plastic bag book at the end of the reading, a
of water," and continues through- rare occurrence at these events.

Crime Beat
10/07/11
12:30 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Keeping an animal on
campus in Agena C; referred to
Community Life.
10/08/11
2:12 a.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Destruction of streamers and posters in Ageno B; referred to Community Life.
10/11/11
11:30 a.m.
Incident: Hit & run.
Synopsis: Damage to passenger side front quarter panel in

Galileo Hall North Parking Lot;
suspended.

Prevention.

10/12/11
12:10 a.m.
Incident: Fire alarm.
Synopsis: Malicious pull of a fire
pull station at Ageno East, west
entrance; referred to Community
Life and Facilities Services.

10/12/11
9:23 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana and paraphernalia at De
La Salle Hall; referred to Community Life.

10/12/11
2:54 a.m.
Incident: Information - trespassing.
Synopsis: Unauthorized visitor
involved in a traffic collision
with College vehicle in Aquinas
Hall parking lot; referred to Loss

10/13/11
9:42 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Underage possession
and consumption of alcohol at
Justin Hall; referred to Community Life.

'11J1e (;ollegian
is Jooking for an r\ssistant Hports ID<litor!

We are also always looking for more \\Titers
and photographers!
Please join us for storyooard meetings on
Mondays at 6pm in Dante 116.
Ft'PI

to bring fri<'ml-.-and story i<l<'nl".
No prior •'XJ)(~riPne(• is m'<..'8."<try.
ft't'E'

CHILDREN: 'It's the
biggest injustice I've
ever seen'
be felt on Saint Mary's campus in
the form of a film showing this
Thursday and a benefit concert
on November 8.
The film, a documentary entitled Tony, which will be shown
at 7 p.m. in the chapel, focuses
on the many hardships children
from Northern Uganda are faced
with, largely due to the actions
of Joseph Kony and his Lord's
Resistance Army (LRA). Since
1986, as many as 66,000 children
have been violently abducted and
displaced from their homes and
forced to fight for the L&A.
Proceeds will go towards protecting central African communities through 911-like radio
networks and the LRA Crisis
Tracker, which tracks LRA activity and alerts local security forces.
"As cool as the new iPhone
is, I think we forget how simple
technology can be," Davison said.
In addition, Invisible Children
will be holding a November 8
benefit concert in Oliver Hall,
which will feature free food for
students without meal plans as
well as the local band Finish
Ticket, who have opened for
Muse. The theme of the Campus
Activities Board and Mission &
Ministry-sponsored event is "Do
More Than Just Watch."
"It's easy to learn about it and
forget about it the next day. You
hear about famine in the world,
and you think about it for an
hour, and you get really sad, and
then you eat a huge meal. I think
about this 24 hours a day. It's the
biggest injustice I've ever seen,
but the fact that somebody has the
power to do something about it is
so inspiring to me," said Davison.
While awareness is the key,
Davison admits that money must
be raised in order for an end goal
in improving conditions in Northern Uganda and the Congo to be
met. She encourages anyone and
everyone to donate whatever they
can at one or both of the Invisible Children events on campus.
"Bring any loose change. I'll even
take pennies," she says.
Davison attributes the drive she
has in fighting to right the wrongs
of the world to last summer, when
she was chosen to participate in
Invisible Children's Fourth Estate
summit amongst hundreds of
other eager individuals coming
together for a single cause. Always one to think of others before
herself, she looks to continue to
improve the greater good in any
way she can.
"I had a relatively normal
childhood; it never seemed fair to
me [that others don't]," Davison
says. "People say that 'everyone
suffers the same at the end of the
day,' but you don't . You don't
have to live in a world that's
like this. I don't believe in world
peace, but I believe that one day
at a time you can change things.
One person can make a difference, and if enough people do it
together, a huge movement can
happen."

Also see 'Obama sends US soldiers to
find Joseph Kony, 'page 6.
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MANSIR: 'Losing him
has been a deeply
saddening blow'

2015 will be the last class to continue taking the former Seminar
curriculum. The new structure
will be implemented beginning in
the spring of 2013 and each new
course will be added as the class
of 2016 takes them.
The restructuring of the pro-

tradition was pointless given the
global connections of the world
today.
But not everyone is in favor of
this new direction.
"The pedagogical method of
a simple unmediated reading, a
conversation among adults, disciplined but with
no pre-ordained
lesson plan is
essential to the
educational experience," said
Integral profess or Theodora
Carlile.
Some faculty
members be~
lieve the loss of
Greek Thought
takes away the
opportunity for
students to develop important
Ashley Hagin/ COLLEG IAN thinking skills
from the get-go.
Furthermore,
gram was brought on by concerns they worry that this new structure
that first semester freshmen were will alter the very fundamentals
not adequately prepared to handle of Seminar.
"What is clear to me is that
the demands of interpreting Greek
texts, that the current texts were Seminar, in its essential being, will
too long for students to thoroughly cease to exist," CarWe said. "What
discuss, and that focusing exces- will ultimately replace it remains
sively on works of the Western to be seen."

continued from page 1
and cultivation.
Integral professor Alexis Doval
shares his memories: "You might
not know, but I was a freshman
in Integral right after Brother
Donald had graduated. He had
just entered the Brothers and
was still around campus, closely
associated with Brother Robert
Smith, the Program's founder.
I got to know him quite well ,
and at that important period of
my life he became an extremely
influential force in shaping in me
a deep commitment to the intellectual and spiritual life. More
particularly, he was a model of
how the intellectual life and the
spiritual life are really one in the
same; one can't have one without
the other. To this day I would say
this conviction defines who I am
more than anything else. Losing
him has been a deeply saddening
blow, even though I can rejoice
that he is completing his journey
to a final abode in God. I hope
I can be a model to others as he
was to me."
The virtue and moral wealth
of our school is due in part to the
models we had in Brothers like
Donald Mansir and still have in
Professors like Alexis Doval. At
an institution that prides itself on
community, service and intellectual life, it is important to remember our Catholic foundations and
continue to use our intellect and
spirit in tandem rather than antagonistically. This influence will
help us as a community to learn
vigorously and work for social,
political and spiritual welfare.
This is the message that Brother
Donald taught us and continues
to teach us vicariously through
our professors and clergy. A
good man has passed, but a good
man always leaves behind more
good men.

SMOKING: Survey to be released November 1
continued from page 1

·
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The survey, which has been cigarette butts on the ground, and
designated smoking areas, followed by step two, which would created in conjuntion with the other smoking-related images
make the campus completely California Youth Advocacy which will be co_mpiled to tell a
tobacco-free. Umipig explains Network, will be a part of an story through a "photo voice."
The awareness week is just the
that other universities that ini- awareness week on the subject.
tially restricted smoking to des- For a few days prior to the re- beginning of the push toward a
ignated areas eventually became lease of the survey, the grounds tobacco-free campus. The new
completely smoke-free campuses. crew will refrain from cleanin up policy will be implemented at the
She hopes the same will hap- cigarette butts on campus; later, start of the 2012-2013 academic
pen for Saint Mary's: "we are a group of students will have two year, and will coincide with the
moving toward the end goal of to three hours to pick up as many 150 anniversary of the College.
While there is a California law
a completely tobacco-free cam- cigarette butts as they can. Then,
pus." She makes the distinction with an algorithm provided by that prohibits smoking within
20 feet of any
between tobacco-free ~---------
building enand smoke-free, noting
trance, U mipig
that the ultimate goal is
notes that it is
to eliminate all tobacvery loosely
co products, including
enforced. Few
cigarettes, snuss, chew
Public Safety
and hookah.
officers patrol
The Class of 2011
the area for
initiated this idea, but
smokers, and
graduated before any
there is curaction took place. The
rently no strong
Class of 2013 decided
policy regardto take over the initiaing smoking on
tive and make it their
campus. The
legacy.
new health iniThe first step is to get
tiative will help
student feedback, and
to address this
during the first week
issue.
of November a survey
For the first
will be sent out to all
few years, the
students via e-mail,
Courcesy ofkbcc.cuny.edu
College will reasking them how they
strict smoking
view smoking on campus, if they think it's a problem, an anti-smoking campaign, the to designated areas. After this
how they feel about smoking, if financial burden and environ- policy has been firmly impleit is affecting their health or the mental impact of having smoking mented, the change to a completely smoke- and tobacco-free
health of others and how they on campus will be identified.
Coinciding with the release of campus will be made.
would feel about a smoke-free
the survey, tombstones will be
The policy will be a blanket
campus.
U mipig emphasized that the on display on De La Salle lawn, policy for students and faculty
conversation about the move marked with facts and statistics alike; all smokers on campus will
toward a smoke-free campus is related to the impact of both have to abide by the new rules.
This change in College policy
not an exclusive one; "We want first- and second-hand smoke.
everyone to have their opinions Additionally, Peer Health lead- is in order to move toward a
heard," she said. "We want to ers will be taking photos around healthier Saint Mary's comaddress all concerns."
campus of students smoking, munity.

j
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SEMINAR: New program to start Spring 2013
or may not focus on a particular
-chronological period," said sociology professor Cynthia Ganote.
The second Seminar class will
be The Western Tradition Part I,
which will cover the works from
the Greek and Latin world. Next
is the Western Tradition Part II,
where students
will read Western texts from
the Renaissance
period through
1900. The final
Seminar class
will be the Global Conversation
of the 20'h and
21 " Centuries.
"Students will
build on the
Western tradition explored in
the second and
third Seminars
by exploring
how both Western and nonWestern texts are contributing to
the current intercultural and global
dialogue," Ganote said.
Current Saint Mary's students
will continue to follow the traditional Seminar path that they
learned about when they first
enrolled in college. The class of

l

Calendar
SIL Social Justice
Tuesday. October 18
7:00p .m. - 8:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald

x4704
Disney Forum Guest Lecture
Tuesday, October 18
7:00 p.m. -9:00 p.rn.
Soda Center
Contact Ed Tywoniak

x8753
Meditation with Br. Camillus
Wednesday, October 19
I 1:20 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Chapel
Contact Joanne Angerame

x4366
ASSMC Town Hall Meeting
Wednesday, October 19
12:40 p.m. - 2: 10 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Damaris Nielsen

x4704
Pumpkin Carving, Decorating
and Eating
Wednesday. October 19
9:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Dryden Hall
Contact Reuben Greenwald

x4704

v~,

.......__.._..,...___

%~~,,,_

..,._...,..""""~~~--1

BSU Alumni Meet and Greet
Thursday, October 20
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Corliss Watkins
x4361
Invisible Children: Stories
from the Frontline
Thursday, October 20
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Chapel
Contact Reuben Greenwald

x4704
Many Stars, One La Salle
Friday, October 21
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Chapel Plaza
Contact Denis Block

x4366
CAB Comedy Night
Friday, October 21
8:00 p.m. - I 0:00 p.rn.

Hagerty LoWige
Contact Reuben Greenwald

x4704

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
~-mail us with the details of you~

event at:
collegia@stmarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Sorry, but due to space
limitations we cannot list
individual dub meetings.
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Chi-town Rapper Quaint Moraga cafe charms
shines in Oakland Si Si Caffe offers both quality and low prices
by Stephanie Schwamnlller

"The Show Goes On" for Lupe Fiasco

bv George Robles
Sports Editor

In his final performance of
his Lasers Tour, renowned hiphop artist Lupe Fiasco shined on
stage at last Tuesday's concert in
downtown Oakland. The small
Fox Theater venue allowed for
a more intimate concert feel,
which was somewhat strange for
a big-name artist such as Lupe.
Despite taking almost two
hours to come on the stage after
performances from opening acts
Young Marcus, Sarah Green and
Chiddy Bang, Lupe immediately
made the wait worth the while
opening up with his hit song,
"The Words I Never Said." Even
though this song is known for its
strong political message, with its
up-beat tempo, Lupe pumped up
the crowd for a beginning of a
great concert.
The Chicago native then
sang a few songs from his Lasers album including "Break the
Chain" and "I Don't Wanna
Care Right Now" before throwing it old school with his verse
from "Touch the Sky" by Kanye
West and "Kick, Push" from his

very first album released in 2006.
With his back-and-forth energy
on stage, Lupe kept the crowd
chanting his name in between
songs.
Known for his controversial
political messages in his lyrics,
the 29-year-old reminded the
crowd about his passion for hiphop with the song, "Hip-Hop
Saved My Life." At about the
midway point of the concert,
Lupe sent the packed house into
a frenzy when his arguably most
famous song "Superstar" began
to play.
Giving himself a short break
after non-stop performing for
an hour and a half, Lupe gave
a short talk to the crowd, recognizing Bay Area rappers such as
Spice l, Too Short and Mac Dre,
who gave him inspiration growing up.
The best moment of the night
still had even to come until Lupe
fired up the crowd with "The
Show Goes On." The audience
sang the chorus in symphony to
end wpat was one of the most
memorable concert experiences
of my life.
Grade: A

Staff Writer

Si Si Caffe
910 Country Club Drive
Moraga, CA
(925) 377-1908
Hailing from Seattle, one of
the hardest transitions of attending Saint Mary's is the lack
of local and reasonably priced
coffee shops within five minutes
of school. I have attended Saint
Mary's for over three years now
and have only recently been introduced to the hidden gem of
coffee enthusiasts in Moraga:
Si Si Caffe. Just located a block
off Moraga Way, Si Si offers a
wide variety of espresso drinks,
different kinds of coffees brewed
hourly (which are roughly half
the price of Cafe Louis), and a
multitude of fun locals to talk
to. Walking into this quaint and
cozy shop, I was immediately
immersed in aromas of espresso
and warm pastries. Established
over 12 years ago, Si Si is a fusion of old Moraga life and col-

lege student appeal, as evident in which creates a contemporary
artwork done by local artists and twist to the traditional drink.
an eclectic music selection.
While the coffee shop closes
Upon entering, I was immedi- at five on weekdays, its early
ately greeted by the friendly staff, hours, free wifi, and recent incluRenee and Cazra, who recom- sion of using Saint Mary's flex
mended the latte for an espresso dollars allows every variety of
enthusiast and the croissant au student to begin studying or simchocolate. The latte was to die ply get a good and cheap coffee.
for: tight and heavy foam that re- So whether you plan to study
minded me of caffeinated velvet your heart out or gossip with
prepared at the perfect tempera- your friends, Si Si Caffe has the
ture and the croissant was a goo- cup of java for you.
ey and flakey won~d~e~r~
fu~l-=
m~e~s~
s·;.._...,..._G
.;;;,.;;.r~
ad
~e~:~A
..;...._______......,~--,
After devouring my breakfast I tried
my friend's
drink,
the
house special
Mexican mocha. Though
not as spicy
as I prefer,
the Mexican
mocha is the
right amount
of sweetness
and espresso,

L-----------------"':'""-:---"."'.'""Courtesy of gaelsgonewild.com

Two days at th~ 'festi~al in th~ B~y'
Diverse array of global artists impress 1n annual music festival
bV Susie Foresman, Carlo Sosa,
& Alex Kozela
Detour Editor, Staff Writer,
<11 Editor-in-Chief

Outside Lands may be the premier music festival in the Bay Area.
With its commanding sprawl of six
stages taking over Golden Gate Park
for three days and its lineup featuring the best of the best in bands like
Arcade Fire and Muse, it holds the
distinction of being the go-to event
in San Francisco for music lovers. Yet there is something that sets
the Treasure Island Music festival
aside, something that makes it even
more interesting than its big brother.
Maybe it's the location; the grounds
sit on a narrow strip of a former naval base, complete with spectacular
backdrops of the city skyline across
the Bay. Or maybe it's the size; with
only two stages adjacent from each
other, music is constantly blaring
and festival-goers have the opportunity to never miss a second of
the action. But, as always, it really
comes down to the music itself. And
TI, which was held October 15 & 16
and favors smaller, almost cult-like
artists over superstars, is as progressive and forward-thinking as it gets.
Billed as a two-day event with
the first day leaning toward electronic acts and the next with a more
indie rock vibe, festival organizers
hardly adhere to any kind of strict
criteria in selecting artists. Saturday's "electronic" day started out as
such, as Geographer opened the day
with lush, upbeat electro-pop, complete with warbly vocals and an electric cello for good measure. But with
acts like the soulful Aloe Blacc, the
thrashy Death from Above 1979,
and the lightning-fast rhymes of
Englishman Dizzee Rascal, there's
a little bit of diversity for even the
pickiest folks.
But the electronica is what the
people ultimatezy showed up for,
and there was no shortage of it

found on either of the two stages. expected of it, a day of nonstop
Battles wowed the Tunnel stage good music and good times.
crowd with captivating instrumental
The Oh Sees started the day off,
math rock, and made way for Por- with their straight-up four-chord
tuguese breakbeat collective Buraka punk rock before Weekend followed
Som Sistema to continue the insan- with music that could be described
ity with intense Angolan "kuduro" as a modem blend of The Smiths
club beats before Flying Lotus took and Joy Division.
the stage. He stole the show with his
A pleasant surprise for the day
forward-thinking post-hip hop DJ was The Head and the Heart. Their
set and was so into it he refused to mix of lighthearted folk rock and upleave the stage after already going lifting ballads, not to mention their
over the time allotted to him. As a spot-on vocal harmonies, provided a
true "thank you" to the dedicated great change of pace from the darkcrowd who was there for him, he of- sounding music that was previously
fered to do an impromptu two-hour filling the festival grounds. Beach
DJ set at any location, for free, after House took the stage next with their
the festival. No idea if this actually trendy dream pop songs before the
went down, but rest assured if one crowd went back to their dancing
of these writers resided in San Fran- ways for the next act, the Friendly
cisco, the party would have kept go- Fires. Things mellowed out again
ing, and FlyLo would have provided · with Explosions in the Sky and their
the soundtrack.
ambient, guitar-heavy post-rock.
Other highlights from Day One Alternative rock veterans The Hold
include The Naked & Famous' Steady came on afterwards with a
synth-heavy indie rock, Montreal solid set filled with guitar solos and
duo Chromeo's glitzy electrofunk, the quirky and nerdy antics of vocaland Australian trio Cut Copy's epic ist Craig Finn.
ode to 80s electropop. Closing out
Death Cab for Curie headlined
the day was Empire of the Sun, the day and finished off the feswho added to the Aussie love that rival on a great note. Their hour
was already going on thanks to Cut and fifteen minute set was packed
Copy's set just before. Despite hav- with songs from their newest aling only one album to their name, bum and crowd favorites that were
Empire surprisingly capped off the played with precision, creativity
night as the headliner, and they pro- and enough power and emotion to
vided a theatric show complete with touch every heart in the audience.
elaborate costumes, backup dancThe festival's live music wasn't
ers that resembled swordfish, and just blaring from massive speakers,
polychromatic backgrounds. The however. It also included a silent
group's glam synthrock was equally disco, a rave that made use of headas impressive.
phones instead of blasting its music
Day Two saw a change in both from speakers.
performers and attendees. The acts
With the festival's future looking
had a good blend of indie rock, bright and next year's event looking
punk, post-rock, shoegaze and like it could be even better than this
even electro-pop, while audiences year's, there's no telling where the
changed from Native American festival could go. Treasure Island
themed booty-shakers to plaid wear- Music Festival 2012 (to quote Death
ing foot tappers. Though the crowd Cab for Curie's final song of the
was calmer and the performances night, "Transatlanticism"), we need
were more of a show than a dance you so much closer!
party, the day lived up to what was
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'Here we are now, entertain us'
Nevermind re-released for 20th anniversary
bv Corev Fedor

polished and extremely well con- dorsal blast of inspiration. The
structed album. The beauty of live cuts show Cobain moving
Nirvana's sophomore release this anniversary edition is that it away from the weighty sludge he
Nevermind had a catastrophic ef- successfully deconstructs the al- had been enamored with, and
fect on redefining everything that bum, and presents very raw mate- a diligent intent on well crafted
came after it, but despite its vast rial from every part of Nevermind's hooks and relief from the self-conreaching influence, it is hard to evolution. While the new tracks scious sludge letting the melodic
think of any other band or album are roughly cut, never passing riffs shine through for once.
That's probably why this matethat slightly resembles it. Never- . whatever threshold necessary to
mind was released on September be made into final mixes, they al- rial feels like an epiphany. It is a
24, 1991 and has since sold 30 mil- lot us brand new insight on a band behind-the-scenes look that you
lion copies worldwide. An album struggling to maintain its integrity, may end up regretting if not preof as high a caliber as this comes while being thrust into the harsh pared. Nevermind presents itself
as an explosion from the visceral
along maybe once or twice a gen- face of stardom.
The question is not whether depths of frankness and anger, but
eration. It is the culmination of
unheard youth struggling to define Nevermind is worthy of a "super was actually the product of a lot
itself against its predecessors, and deluxe" re-release but rather if of hard work. You may end up
nobody can argue that Nevermind these reissues (a single disc re-mas- feeling like you have been lied to
did not do exactly that. This album ter, a 2xCD "deluxe" edition, and ·because of the way the album has
marks a pivotal moment where a 4xCD+ DVD "super deluxe" always represented itself. Pause to
one band became responsible for edition) are that essential purchase realize that it was not its represendestroying the musical tastes of that will make you hear an album tation but your interpretation, and
the 80s and re-establishing loud you've absolutely exhausted in an that's alright, because your respect
guitars as the premier sound of entirely new light; or if it is just for Cobain may increase greatly
choice. It not only popularized another mediocre traffic jam of when you realize how dedicated
the Grunge movement, but it also superfluous odds-and-ends that he was to getting every decibel
brought Alt Rock as a whole into inadvertently reveals flaws that tick organized perfectly. Very few
the mainstream, establishing its were carefully eradicated from the "super deluxe" editions manage to
original 12-song set for those exact successfully deconstruct their host
commercial and cultural viability.
Nirvana spent $900 producing reasons.
record, but its fair to say that the
This box set makes it obvious care and attention that have been
their freshman LP Bleach. Once
moving to Geffen records from that Nirvana spent an inordinate put into Nevermind's 20th anniverSubpop, Nirvana was afforded a amount of time perfecting these sary certainly bring a fresh permuch larger budget ($65 ,000) and tracks. Listening to this you learn spective to a record that defined
thus better producers and mixers. very quickly that Nevermind did the 90's.
Grade: A+
These ingredients led to a perfectly not arrive perfectly formed in one
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of myspace.com
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Have You Fleard?
Burial
bv Alex Kozela
Editor-in-Chief

I love the mystery of music.
One of the great appeals of electronic music is its ambiguity; it's
awesome not being able to tell
whether some demented dude is
making crazy beats in the mancave confines of his mom's basement or if the sounds you're hearing are emanating from some
alien being light years away. For
a good three years or so, Burial
was completely anonymous, and
people wondered just who the
hell this genius of a producer was.
Unfortunately, he's from privacyfree London, and tabloids were
desperate to discover the name of
this unbelievably talented mystery
beat-maker, and some were throwing out names like Aphex Twin
and, of all people, Fatboy Slim.
Because of this nonsense, the
dude was pretty much forced to
come out and reveal himself, thus
his goal of making anonymous
music just to make anonymous
music was foiled . By wanting to
deflect all this attention away from
himself, he essentially has the antiEnglish mentality.
But his music is very much
English. Dubstep and 2-step garage both originated on the British
Isles, and his style fits somewhere
in between, with his use of jittery
drum patterns, R&B vocals, and
raw basslines. His "revealing" of
his name (William Bevan) hasn't
changed him at all though; there's
only one known picture of him
and he still never DJ's or plays
live. But even if he stopped mak-

ing music, what he's done so far
already has been exemplary, with
his crown jewel being Untrue, an
unspeakably beautiful, landmark
collection of tunes perfectly reflecting the social and urban isolation of London.
This is dubstep at its finest;
it's not in-your-face burst-youreardrums brostep, but its intricate
deftness mesmerizes you, and you
listen, and want to pay attention.
But it's no joy ride. Untrue is the
sound of something unsettling, the
loneliness of sitting on a train in
the middle of a rain-soaked London night, the feeling of knowing
the city's littered with people, but
being as alone as ever. But as much
as the despair and anguish pierce
you with every mournful wail, every distorted, gender-ambiguous
moan, the sense of hope is right
around the corner, the light at the

end of the tunnel. If anything, it
sounds undoubtedly real. It's as
earthy and human as electronic
gets; pouring rain provides a backdrop of more than a few tracks,
things as mundane as keys jangle
here and there, and ominous footsteps can be heard walking up
and down the tunes like some lost
soul on Elephant & Castle before
dawn. This really gives the album
a nice balance, as it lies somewhere
between heavy distortion and ambient humanism, reminding you
that, yes, as ambiguous and anonymous as it is, it's also deeply personal. I can't even begin to tell you
how sick it would be seeing Burial
DJ live. But I don't blame him for
avoiding the limelight.
These are tunes that are made
for getting lost in the confines of
your headphones. If William Bevan was all over gossip sites and
on TV all the time and playing in
massive basketball arenas, there
would certainly be a bit - check
that, a lot - of magic lost.
Download: "Ghost Hardware"

Phot~ cou r tesy of popeyemus ic.tv
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Banderas strikes again
Spanish film has unsettling plot and strong acting
bvJenPenu
Staff Writer

In Pedro Almodovar's La Piel
Que Habito (The Skin I Live In) ,

Antonio Banderas plays a rather
deranged scientist who is keeping
a beautiful young woman prisoner
in his home while using her as a
human guinea pig for a new type
of synthetic human skin. That's
about as much information as one
needs to be reeled into the film. As
the story unfolds, each scene adds
wonder and flavor to an already
strong set-up (in terms of storyline
and acting). Almodovar's brilliant
film does not have a frame without beauty; every second stands as
key to the film, which is rare to see
nowadays. The film's screenplay is
extremely polished and beautifully nuanced, and as usual, Almodovar's cinematography delivers
beautifully vibrant visuals (think
Volver, Broken Embraces). But
unlike other Almodovar films, this
palette is decidedly less colourful,
sticking mainly to Cronenbergian
metallic colors fused with fleshy
tones but with the odd gash of vibrant color. It is as beautiful to behold as any other Almodovar film,
but perhaps less loud as his others
in the past.
In a film that relies on ambiguity on so many levels, it is key that
the actors each hold strong performances while being able to deliver
what is written in the script. Fortunately, Banderas and Anayas
have succeeded such expectations.
While American audiences have
not seen Banderas on the screen
for quite awhile (with the excep-

Photo.courtes y of twitchfilm.com

tion of Puss in the Shrek series),
it's wonderful to see him in such
an unsettling role as the obsessively disturbed Dr. Robert Ledgard. Banderas exudes the same
charisma and sexual bravura that
made him famous while being
creepy and strangely alluring as
he plays the mad scientist bit admirably. Elena Anayas, who plays
his obsession, also impresses in
a very challenging performance
both physically and emotionally,
both of which are perfectly effective as her story unfolds. While
it's no surprise that Almodovar
delivers yet again with one of his
films, unfortunately a majority of
his audience stems from foreign
countries more so than America.
I urge anyone who enjoys complex, disturbing, yet beautiful
films to see The Skin I Live In .
A dark, thoughtful, frightening
piece but never shying away from
the heights of melodrama that
Almodovar is known for, this sits
beautifully in the genre of a twisted drama at its finest.
Grade: A-
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Because you need a gun to take biology

p e r c e n t New laws make carrying a concealed weapon on campus legal
•
moment, I am not looking forward all. If this student had come across that these deadly weapons could
bv Sara Desantis
voice anger
to the day when I will have to pack a sign prohibiting guns from a be present on campus, accessible
Assistant Opinion Editor

bv Gabi Reves-Acosta
Staff Writer

he Occupy Wall Street
crowd maintains their
numbers and their purpose. They
aim to draw attention to social
and economic inequality and the
influence that corporate money
has on the government. The
movement has expanded to cities
all over the country. There's Occupy Washington, Occupy Manhattan (not to be confused with
Occupy Wall Street), Occupy
Los Angeles, and even Occupy
Walnut Creek. Although the
protestors have been criticized
for not having a concrete list of
demands, they have released a
declaration that outlines what
they are protesting against.
Occupy Wall Street has also
spread to San Francisco, with
protesters camping in front of the
Federal Reserve Bank. Ed Lee,
the Mayor of San Francisco, has
allowed the police to crackdown
on the protesters, which is typical
in a city known for its history of
activism.
What is ridiculous about Lee's
apparent disdain for the occupiers is that the city should be
embracing the movement that
has struck a chord with so many
people. In many ways, the fact
that the public can relate to what
the Occupy Wall Street/Occupy
SF groups are frustrated about
is what makes the movement so
fascinating. What began as a
leaderless group of mostly young
people has turned into a force
that has the power to create real
political change. What they seek,
and what they are angry about,
is felt by people in all states, despite their Democratic political
affiliation.
From small towns to big cities, the poor economy has made
life difficult for all. So what's
the big deal if a crowd of people
decide to express their aggravation because their goal of a good
job, housing, and education are
not being met? Times are tough.
Why should we stand in the way
of folks who question the failure
of a financial system which,
like dominoes lined up on the
table, fell and led to the collapse
of people's dreams as they fell
prey to foreclosure and poverty?·
Occupy SF and Occupy Wall
Street are currently voicing the
pain and anger that the whole
country is feeling. They are a
growing national movement
of multi-ethnic young and old,
working and middle class, who
have become tired of living under
the thumb of corporations and
other large entities that make
vast amounts of money while
the majority of people suffer.
The struggling public is not some
benign population that is seen
on the news or read about in the
paper, but us, all of us, from the
author of this article to you, the
reader. We are, after all, the 99
percent.

T

t's the week before your first
day of college and you are
checking over your packing list:
socks, pillows, sheets, goldfish
snack crackers, my Glock pistol.
Wait, your what?
As surprising as it may seem,
permitted students are now legally
bringing their side arms to public
college campuses in states such as
Colorado, Wisconsin, Mississippi,
and, recently, Oregon. It is predicted that many other states will
follow this trend. Though this only
allows the public colleges for the

I

a bullet proof vest for my Bio-lab.
Understandably, most college
campuses are not happy with this
new ruling. College is strife with
romantic feuds, competitive sports,
academic pressures, alcohol, and
drugs. Who would want to add
guns to this mix? Already, signs
are being posted on campus buildings prohibiting a person from
bringing a gun in. But will that
do anything?
In 2002, a stressed and disgruntled nursing student at an Arizona
university bought a gun and shot
three of his professors, killing them

building, would he have called off
his murderous revenge? Probably
not. A simple sign would not have
prevented the devastating Virginia
Tech shooting of 2007.
Reactions to these frcent rulings have been mixed, but many
students are pro-guns on campus.
Said one student, "Yes shootings
happen, but these happen very
rarely."
Very rarely? If there is even a
possibility of a shooting occurring,
guns should be kept off campus. It
does not matter if you must have
a perinit to carry a gun. The fact

Courtesy of foxnews.com

to those who mean to do harm, is
of no comfort at all to me.
What the issue really comes
down to is self-defense. The main
supporters of allowing guns on
campus base it on the fact that
they would feel safer if they were
armed to combat violent individuals on campus. They say that it
would make more sense to take
out a shooter with a gun, instead
of bodily attacking him. A police
chief from the University of Arizona in Tucson refuted this idea,
saying that he and his officers
would be at a loss if they arrived
at the scene of a shooting to find
multiple students pointing, and
possibly shooting guns at each
other.
Advocates point out that having
a firearm makes them feel safer,
but what about their co-ed classmates? I am not naive enough
to forget that individuals can
own guns off campus, but simply
knowing that one of my dorm
neighbors sleeps with a gun under
her pillow would be something to
worry about.
There is no denying that these
are dangerous times. But why
should we fight fire with fire?
This could be an opportunity to
combat violence with peace. We
should be pressing for the eradication of guns in our nation, like in
Australia, instead of introducing
them onto college campuses that
are meant to facilitate a peaceful
environment for students to come
together to learn.

Obama sends US soldiers to find Joseph Kony
Hunting down LRA leader in Africa fulfills President's promise to civilians
bv Katie Poner
Opinion Editor

ast Friday, President Obama
announced that the United
States would be sending 100 soldiers
into Africa. In a letter, the President
said the troops would be "providing
assistance to regional forces that
are working toward the removal of
Joseph Kony from the battlefield."
He cites the Lord's Resistance
Army Disarmament and Northern
Uganda Recovery Act of 2009 as
his reason for sending the soldiers.
Some of you may be asking, who
is Josephy Kony? Why do we need
to get rid of him? He is the head
of the Lord's Resistance Army, a
group that has created violence and
chaos in Uganda, South Sudan, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo,
and the Central African Republic.
They are responsible for Africa's
longest running war, which started
in 1988. Their aim is to make Kony
the head of the Ugandan government, because God told him to.
The majority of the LRA's troops
are kidnapped and brainwashed
children. In short, Kony is a very
badman.
I first became aware of Kony
and the LRA through Invisible
Children, a non-profit organization
whose aim is to end the war Kony
started. In the spring of 2009 I was

L

part of the group's "The Rescue"
protest. In major cities throughout
the US, we were "kidnapped" and
refused to leave until we were "rescued" by a politician or celebrity,
and had brought media attention
to the issue. In San Francisco, we
marched to the Presidio, spent the
night there, picketed, got sunburned
and wind burned, froze, screamed
ourselves hoarse, and then we finally got rescued. This was all in an ·
attempt to get support for the Lord's
Resistance Army Disarmament
and Northern Uganda Recovery
Act and help it pass. And it was
passed later that year, but like many
political promises, nothing seemed
to really be done about it. Kony was
still killing people, and our efforts
seemed fruitless until Friday.
The best part of this situation is
that America is actually doing good
for the international community
by sending in our soldiers to track
down Kony. Unlike many other instances of US military intervention,
the governments of the affected
countries are actually encouraging
America to come in and help. We'll
be helping the region, rather than
sending it into chaos like we did in
Latin America in the l 9SO's, 60's,
and 70's. Kony is a crazy man who
is fighting for no good reason; he
is not not a democratically elected
political official but a tyrant grasp-

ing for power. Obama has every
reason to send military support to
those trying to stop him.
The situation is so one-sided that
the Republicans are even supporting
Obama's efforts - or, put another
way, they aren't trying to stop them.
Whether it's because it's a chance
for the United States to flex their
military prowess, or because they
truly recognize how evil Kony is,
this bi-partisan support is a first for
Obama's presidency.
I've been extremely disappointed
with Obama. I voted for him because I wanted universal healthcare,
I wanted the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan to end, and I wanted all
of those other things he promised in

his 2008 campaign. And now that
he's about to start his 2012 election
bid, none of the things he originally
promised have come to fruition. But
now the President is sending US
troops into Africa, something that
may seem meaningless, but is wanted by millions of Americans who
support the Invisible Children and
other anti-Kony effort. Although
it is only one accomplishment in a
sea of failures, it seems that Obama
is finally making good on some of
his promises.

Also see 'Events to benefit Invisible Children coming to campus, '
page I.
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ORR: Saint Mary's athletics has bright future

Gaels roughed up in

continued from page 8

Record stands at 0-3-1 affer two losses

had much success with Orr at
the head of the program, which
has included many West Coast
Conference Championships
and teams getting into NCAA
postseason play 13 times. The
College has also produced many
individual athletes that have gone
on to play professional in their respective sports here in the United
States and overseas. "I have been
very fortunate to be surrounded
by great people, faculty, staff,
the president of Saint Mary's,
coaches and players. Their hard
work has led to the success of the
school," describes Orr.
The rise of Saint Mary's athletics began in 2004 when Orr
helped develop a new plan for
athletics, which discontinued the
football program. This led to the
best years of Gael sports, specifically men's basketball which
would begin to see national exposure after making it to the NCAA
tournament in 2005, 2008 and
2010 under Orr.
Other than basketball, men's
golf, women's volleyball, women's tennis, and many other
sports have had a lots of success with NCAA postseason
play within the last five years,
with fan attendance at all-time
highs. In addition, Orr prides the
school in academic achievement
of the student-athletes, with
many of them receiving wee
All-Academic recognition as a
reward. "I am very proud of the
academic success we have. It's
the most important part of their
lives," he says.
Orr has also done a lot for
the program regarding media
coverage and local and national
sponsorships. A few years ago,
he signed the largest television
agreement in school history with
Comcast Sports Net. He has also
gotten many of the men's basketball home games on national television through ESPN and even
international coverage through
ESPN Australia. These have not
only helped the athletic program,
but Saint Mary's as a whole gain
international exposure that was
once not thought possible.
"It has been amazing the
amount of exposure out athletic
program has received. I never
would have dreamed so many
games on television," he explains. "The exposure allows a

window of opportunity for people to learn about the college."
As the Saint Mary's College
athletics program has grown, so
has the competition. The West
Coast Conference has also seen
a lot of success in many different
sports and this year will be the
toughest with the addition of
Brigham Young University. "The
wee is an outstanding league,
great partners to be a part of, very
competitive and the addition of
BYU strengthens the league in
every aspect," Orr adds.
This past year, Orr signed a
deal to upgrade many of the
athletic facilities at the college.
These include the addition of
a new baseball stadium, new
recreational sports gym, and a
new all-purpose turf field located
behind McKeon Pavilion, in addition to many renovations the
athletic facilities have gone under
over the years. This $30 million

dollar project brok!! ground this
past summer and is expected to
contribute much needed firstclass facilities to help support
Saint Mary's athletics to become
even stronger.
He says that "athletics is a part
of the fabric of the institution,
but what it does is bring a sense
of pride to the school, promotes
activity and provides the opportunity for Saint Mary's to be
exposed all over the world."
Orr's ultimate goals for the
athletic program is to bring wee
Championships and NCAA tournament appearances to all sports
and he hopes to be a Gael for a
long time as he explains, "The job
is a job, but I am very fortunate to
be here at Saint Mary's."
It is safe to say that the future
of Saint Mary's College Athletics
is in good hands under Make Orr
and Gael fans should be excited
for many bright years to come.

Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN

The Saint Mary's Gaels will next face San Diego and No. 8 Pepperdine.

bVDJ Bowen
Staff Writer

In Friday's match, Saint
Mary's faced a fate similar to
what it has seen this entire league
season: outplaying an opponent
for long stretches of time only
to fall victim to a few errors
or bad breaks. Visiting Loyola
Marymount capitalized on all
its opportunities and won 2-1.
The Tigers took a 1-0 lead into
halftime but not without the Gaels
mustering up a frustrating finish
to the half. With two corner kick
attempts in the final minute, Saint
Mary's hoisted several attempts at
the goal from within short range,
but time ran out before any goals
were scored by the home-s(]_uad.
In the 48th minute, Loyola
Marymount's forward slipped past
Madden to the left via the dribble
and wasted no time punching the
shot in the upper left corner from
five yards out for the 2-0 lead.
In the final ten minutes of the
match, the game took a weird
twist. As the sun was setting, long
and sharp shadows were cast on
the penalty box that the Gaels had
been pursuing during the second
half. A Saint Mary's shot from
the top of the box was deflected
by a crowd of defenders and

the entire crowd behind the goal
immediately stood up to inform
the referee of an obvious handball.
The remainder of the game
epitomized a Gael-dominant
match. They hoisted more shots
(17-6) and shots on goal (6-1) and
dominated possession throughout.
And all three corner kicks in the
second half led to potential scoring
opportunities for the Gaels, but they
seemed to be missing one pass, one
swift kick, or one punctual header
each time. Edwards was optimistic,
though; "The positive part is we're
in position for success on Sunday."
In Sunday's match against
traditional powerhouse Portland,
the Gaels fell 4- 7 against the
Pilots. After being down only
one goal at the half, Portland
turned up the tempo and scored
three goals within ten minutes to
break open the game. One ancient
motif says, "Hard work pays off."
Well, if this were completely
true, the Saint Mary's women's
soccer team has yet to see the
dividends from its recent fantastic
efforts. After a pair of losses this
weekend, their record stands at 9-52 overall and 0-3-1 in league play.
Next weekend, the Gaels travel to
play San Diego on Friday and then
return home to face undefeated #8
Pepperdine on Sunday at 1:OOpm.

Volleyball rallies back over Broncos
After 0-2 set deficit, Tinsley leads comeback
bv George Robles
Sports Editor

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Mark Orr (middle) breaks ground for new athletic field back in May.

PLAYER

OF THE WEEK

Mac McClung
Men's Golf

McClung won his first
career collegiate tournament last week by
shooting -11 and also
led the Gaels to a firstplace team title at the
Firestone Invitational
in Akron, Ohio.

Most of the time when falling
two games to zero in a volleyball
match, the chances of coming back
to win are very slim. Yet this was
not a problem for the Saint Mary's
volleyball team against Santa Clara
on Saturday night where they
would lose the first two sets before
taking the next three (25-2 7, 16-25,
25-18, 25-11, 15-12) and the match.
After dropping the first two sets,
freshman Samantha Tinsely caught
fire for the Gaels when she had
six kills in the third to pace Saint
Mary's and claim the set.
In the fourth, junior Gabby Jolly
had a monster set as she finished
with seven kills on eight attempts to
stomp the Broncos 25-11 and force
a game-five tie breaker.
The fifth set was back-and-fourth

scoring 'until Tinsley had a late
kill to give the Gaels a 14-11 lead
and then Saint Mary's claimed
the match after a service error by
Santa Clara.
Tinsley had her most impressive
outing as a Gael as she finished
with a career-high 17 kills and
added eight digs. Jolly added 16
kills and 10 blocks for her first
career double-double and Junior
Lauren Corp also had a doubledouble of her own with 11 kills
and 14 digs.
The Gaels went 1-1 on the week
as they fell to No. 17 San Diego on
Thursday night when they blew a
2-0 lead and lost 2-3. This week
the Gaels will travel across the
Bay Bridge to face off against the
University of San Francisco on
Thursday and then come home for
a match against LMU on Saturday
at l:OOpm in McKeon Pavilion.
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Go Gaels!

Gael Profile: Gaels' shutout streak snapped at five games
Athletic Direc- Men's soccer downs Gonza a before fall in to Portland
tor Mark Orr
bv George Robles
Sports Editor

The athletic program at Saint
Mary 's College plays a large role
in school atmosphere and pride.
Despite being one of the smaller
schools in Division I sports, the
Gaels have competed on some of
the largest scales of competition,
not being intimidated by larger
and more traditional powerhouse
schools. This is all led by athletic director Mark Orr who has
turned Saint Mary's into more
than a Cinderella program.
Within the last five or so years,
Saint Mary's has had some of its
most athletic successes in school
history under Orr's guidance.
He's held the position since 2006
and looks over 14 men's and
women's intercollegiate teams
and the recreational sports program, all while being one of the
youngest athletic directors in the
NCAA.
Orr's love for collegiate athletics began when he was a collegiate student-athlete himself
as a scholarship defensive back
on the University of California
football team in the late 1990's.
He explains that "being a former
student-athlete gives me a lot
of perspective on what these
athletes are going through. I
learned a lot of life lessons as a
student-athlete such as dedication, perseverance and how to
my manage time."
After being an All-Academic
honorable mention his final two
years, he was also awarded with
many other academic awards
before graduating. Orr then took
a job at Saint Mary's as the Assistant Director of Athletics for
Student Support Services in 2000
until he was promoted to head
Athletic Director six years later.
Since 2006, Saint Mary's has
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Goalkeeper Doug Herrick and the Gaels Had their five-shutout streak end in a 3-2 home loss against University of Portland.

bv George Robles
Sports Editor

The Saint Mary's men's soccer
team came into the week with one
of the best goals against average
in the nation and were riding a
four-game shut-out streak. The
Gaels would dominate the visiting
Gonzaga Bulldogs 3-0 on Friday
before seeing their streak snapped
in a 3-2 loss against Portland on
Sunday.

On Friday, the Gaels controlled
the tempo from the very beginning against the rival Bulldogs
but would not score until a Justin
Howard goal in the 44th minute.
The Gaels outshot Gonzaga 11-1
at the break .
In the second half, sophomore
Austin Bravo scored for the Gaels
in the 49th minute with the assist
coming from Trevor Newquist.
Just six minutes later, Howard
scored his second goal of the
game off of another assist from
Newquist to give them the com-

mantling 3-0 lead and never looked
back.
The win gave the Gaels their
eighth shutout on the season and
gave goalkeeper Doug Herrick
his 22°ct career win, which ties the
all-time record at Saint Mary's.
The Gaels outshot the Zags 19-5
on the day.
On Sunday afternoon, the Gaels
hosted the Portland Pilots where
they would fall 2-3 and see ·not
only their five-game shutout streak
come to an end but also their unbeaten WCC record.

Newquist scored his first goal
of the season off of a corner kick
from Riley Hanley in the 50th minute to give the Gaels a 2-1 edge,
but Portland would respond with
two goals of their own in the 63'd
and 83'd minute to give them the
lead and win.
The Gaels record drops to 4-45 with a 3-1-2 in the West Coast
Conference play. The soccer team
will have this week off before
they travel to Portland on Friday
October 28 and then to Gonzaga
two days later.

Saint Mary's golf crowned champions for second time
McClung leads tfie way for the Gaels earn1n medalist honors in Ohio
bv George Robles
Sport s Editor

Last week the Saint Mary's
men's golf team traveled to Akron, Ohio to play in the Firestone
Invitational at the prestigious
Firestone Country Club where
they would tie for first place to
claim their second tournament
of the season. Junior Mac McClung earned medalist honors
after shooting rounds of 71-6668 (-11) :
As a team, the Gaels shot
rounds of 294-279-281 (-10) to
finish in a tie for first with the
University of Indiana and were
only two of four teams of the
17-team field to finish under par.
The 7, 125-yard, par 72 course
was no problem for McClung
who finished four strokes better

than the second place runner up.
This marks his first career collegiate win as he had 16 birdies
and only five bogeys over the
tournament. Junior teammate
Ben Geyer had a solid tournament himself as he finished tied
for third after rounds of 74-69-74
(-6) . Alex Bungert and Anders
Engell finished at four-over for
the Gaels and Eric Grimberg
ending at + 11.
This marks the second team
tournament victory for Saint
Mary's golf as they won the
Fighting Irish Gridiron Classl.c
back in September. The Gaels
have this week off before they
travel south to Mexico and play
in the Cabo Intercollegiate Tournament in Los Cabos on Friday
October 28 and Saturday October
29.
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Junior Mac Mclung earned his first collegiate victory of his career last week at the Firestone Invitational in Ohio

